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Abstract
The authentic pristine form of Vedism as practiced initially by the biblical prophet Abraham (see Note 1) has been undergoing dramatic changes ever since, being subject to many deviations, distortions, corruptions and contaminations from various Near Eastern traditions. Under the harmful influence of Zoroastrianism, it has mutated into Schizotheism, a manifestly pathological form of religion.
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Introduction
The most influential scientists of modern era, viz. Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud and Albert Einstein (all ethnic Jews) devoted much of their research to Religion and the true nature of God. Karl Marx came at the famous conclusion: “Religion is the opium of the people. The abolition of Religion as the Illusory Happiness of the people is the demand for their real happiness”. However, Marx and his epigones (Engels, Lenin etc.) failed to realize that Communism was equally an Illusion being Anti-Dialectical just like so-called Monotheism, since it denies Reality as the unity of opposite principles, viz. Communism matching Monotheism, for they both:

a) annihilate the opposites (in a classless society) or the Dark principle
b) promote the cult of personality or the cult of One dictatorial God
c) both being manifestly Anti-Dialectical belong to the realm of illusions.

Sigmund Freud came with a similar argumentation: “Religion is an Illusion and it derives its strength from the fact that it falls with our instinctual desires…Religion is a system of wishful Illusions together with a disavowal of Reality…Countless people find their Consolation in Religious doctrines…I must contradict when you go to argue that men are completely unable to do without the Consolation of the Religious Illusion.” But besides his objective reasoning Freud developed an historically ungrounded notion about the relationship between Moses and Monotheism of the Egyptian pharaoh Akhenaton (actually a form of Reductionism, since he reduced the multitude of Egyptian gods onto only one, viz. Aton “the Sun-disk”).

On the other side, Albert Einstein developed his Theory of Relativity (incidentally, challenged by many, see Note 2) trying zealously to prove and establish the mathematical model of a predictable by-god-controlled universe (but he did never realize who his Jewish god actually was, cf. “Veda vs. Tetragrammaton”). Quite expectedly, he failed in his attempts, being completely ignorant of Dialectics, viz. he failed to accept Reality as the unity of two opposite but complementary principles (which means that Reality is partly predictable and partly unpredictable, as well as partly controllable and partly uncontrollable). As a consequence, modern theoretical physics has developed a nonsensical theory of permanently expanding universe which contradicts to the law of Dialectics, and to the Vedic doctrine as well. According to the Veda, the whole cosmos is One Indivisible Divine Entity termed Purusa viz. “breather” Thus its “expanding” (viz. breathing in) represents just a positive phase of existence, after which inevitably must follow a negative phase or “withdrawing” (viz. breathing out). The experiments of modern physics have proven indisputably that the behavior of subatomic particles is unpredictable and uncontrollable. Nuclear reaction (viz. fission) once triggered is absolutely unstoppable, irreversible, and
uncontrollable, and CANNOT be revoked! This is actually the reason why the so-called Western evil superpowers (USA, and NATO) live under panic terror from other nuclear powers, viz. China, Russia, North Korea and are even terrified to death that Iran might develop nuclear “firecrackers” itself (since the Iranians regard USA and NATO as the embodiment of Satan).

God or the Power of Nature is a Blind and Dumb-and-Deaf Principle which shows NO Partiality and NO Discrimination, e.g. the victims of traffic accidents, natural disasters, diseases, etc. are both rich and poor, old and young, good and bad, Westerners and Easterners, believers and atheists, male and female, beef-eaters and vegetarians equally. Hence, the Godhead is conceived in the Veda as Bhaga viz. “Dole, Division, Distribution at random, whence derived its other meanings: Luck, Fortune, Lot” (which may be both good and ill as it happens by chance)! Thus, God presents himself (viz. itself) specifically as (the God of) Death, which is most conspicuously perceivable in the terrorist acts of Islamic jihadists which aim at the statistically greatest possible number of casualties.

God, Brain and Religious Mind
The primary function of man’s brain is an objective processing of the external data (stimuli) collected by the 5 senses, that are vital for survival. During that process, man’s unfulfilled needs are registered and stored in memory (viz. subconsciousness) in the form of wishes or desires. Thus unfulfilled desires from one’s subconscious mind interferes with the objective data received from outside world. The discrepancy between objective Reality and one’s unfulfilled desires urges brain to activate its second function of making adjustments between Reality and Wishes.

This innermost dialectical process emerges as the communication between one’s own conscious and subconscious mind (ego-sick seeking personal desires fulfillment) especially in the moments of solitude and during sleep in the forms of dreams, visions and hearing voices (naturally, there have never been independent witnesses of such encounters) which psychotic individuals (viz. madmen, lunatics, schizophrenics, narcomaniacs etc.) do interpret as real and prophesy as the words of God, viz. divine revelations. And although the ancient Vedans did sporadically address God(s) for the fulfillment of wishes and desires, Veda had always been primarily and resolutely a science-disposed doctrine.

Vedism vs. Religion
Vedism is the most complex and advanced system of thought ever developed by human mind. Veda or Vedism is Natural and Exact Science (closely connected with mathematics and astronomy) since it aims just like modern science does, at YOKING the Forces of Nature. The following passage from the Rig-Veda will clarify the standpoint of the ancient Vedic thinkers towards the Divine, e.g. in Sanskrit: vayam u tvā pathaspate ratham na vājasaśeye dihye Pūṣan ayujmahī in translation: “We have Thee, O, Lord of the paths, like a chariot for winning the prize and for (attaining) visions, O, (god) Pūṣan, yoked for ourselves (viz. for our own benefit)”. Therefore they declare, e.g. in Sanskrit: Pūṣan tava vrate vayam na risyena kadā ca na in translation: “O, Pusan, by the vow of Thine we (abide, viz. rely on), so that we might never get hurt”.

Thus, the Vedic seers by yoking the God virtually obtained a vow (promise) from Him (since NO Man has ever talked with the Divine, for God is not a man), viz. they actually used to impose an obligation unto God by means of sacrificial rites (viz. offering, oblation) which does not depend on the will of the God. This was the authentic Vedic attitude and approach to the Divine, for it is written in the Śvetāśvatar Upanishad II 3.: “In Sanskrit: yuktvāya manasā devān...in translation: “having yoked the Gods by thought (viz. mind)...” Hence, in the Rig-Veda, gods bear individually and collectively the epithet dhetra-vrata literally “whose vow is kept or steadfast” or in plain English “who keep their vows”. Consequently, the Vedans never did develop the notion of God’s Commandments (like Moses, Zarathustra, Muhammad, etc.).

Science, Religion and Philosophy
The main characteristic of Science is the acceptance of Reality as the unity of Opposite but Complementary principles, whereas Religion (viz. Monotheism) as well as Communism deny this by striving to total annihilation of the Dark (or yātrīrgam) principle. Philosophy is neither science nor religion but rather a willingly chosen attitude towards Reality since it aims at leveling or reconciling the differences between the opposites, viz. it means closing the eyes in front of Reality (and living within one’s own mental/spiritual realm). The most instructive paradigm of this kind is the extinction of Buddhism in India during its invasion by the aggressive Islamic Turks (10-12th century CE), when Buddhism was a living force in the area now called the state of Bihar (the term derived from Sanskrit vihāra denoting “Buddhist monasteries” which flourished throughout Northern India). Putting their blind faith in the words of Buddha that by “extinguishing hatred within oneself (in one’s mind) one extinguishes all the enmity” (cf. Dhammapada, chapter 1:3-5) the passively masochistic Buddhist monks became easy “pray” for the actively sadistic Islamists and their bloodthirsty beef-meat-prefering God, and all the Buddhist monks at that time were collectively subject to nirvāna viz. “extinction” in the literal sense of the word (viz. they were subject to slaughter and a complete extinction from the face of the earth), thus having been compassionately liberated from any further need to continue their hard and demanding meditative practice to enlightenment by the Turks willing to provide them expeditiously with a short-cut way to the attainment of the highest Buddhist goal, the nirvana. Nonetheless, Buddhist monks and Islamic jihadists share the same urge to nirvāna or Extinction (viz. Freudian Thanatos) but they differ in their efficaciousness of producing statistically significant number of Extinctions (viz. Deaths), since the Islamists both ancient and modern have been exceptionally efficacious in getting together the living ones with their God of Death (from whom they expect sexual rewards, viz. 72 virgins for every jihadist in paradise, just as Buddhists expect to reach asexual afterlife in Western paradise full of “nirvānized” Buddhas). Thus, Buddhism has proved itself to be an inferior thought-system (whether earthly or heavenly Life is considered) in comparison with the aggressive nirvana- urging Islam.

NB. Buddhism is highly praised in the USA and Europe since (unlike militant Islam) it presents no threat to Western Colonialism, Fascism and Imperialism. As for Gautama Buddha its founder, he was an undisciplined high- society punk who dismissed the Hard Vedic Studies while seeking a short-cut easy way to Enlightenment (his greatest “achievement” was the inducement of a blind faith into the minds of his followers so that they willingly might surrender their throats to be cut by their enemies.
Vedism and Abraham

The biblical prophet Abraham was a nomadic loner (a roaming vrātya) accompanied by servants and a leman whom he appeared to share with the hosts (pharaoh, kings, chiefs) of the territories at which he arrived in his wanderings, presenting her as his sister, not as his wife (the ancient custom perpetuated after Abraham by his son Isaac who also introduced his wife Rebecca to a local king as his sister, cf. Genesis 26:8).

Abraham followed the same religious doctrines as the Vedans did, viz.

1. they had no temples and worshipped no idols or images
2. they used to obtain vrata ( > Hebrew bryt “vow, promise, covenant, testament, will”) from God by means of sacrifice and self-mortalification (cf. Abraham’s attempt to sacrifice his son Isaac) and accordingly invoked God as sādhaya > Hebrew sadday “do fulfill (promise)”
3. they conceived God as adant Agni (e.g. Rig-Veda X 4.4) viz. “a consuming Fire” (cf. Deuteronomy 4.24).

Abraham and God’s Promise

As he was lamenting to himself (his subconsciousness) how he was childless and without his own piece of land, the word of Yahweh came to him in a vision (according to his wishes), allegedly with a promise: “Like the stars of heaven so shall be thy seed… and the land to inherit.” This was accomplished by sacrificial offering of “heifer, goat, ram, dove and pigeon… and divided them in two (except the birds). When the sun was going down, a deep sleep and an horror of darkness fell upon Abram… and a smoking fire-pot and a blazing torch passed between those pieces. On that day Yahweh made a bryt viz. vow, promise to/ or covenant with Abram.” As for the earlier form of the name Abraham with no “H” sound (viz. Abram) it came to be restored in its proper form (cf. Genesis, 17.5 “Neither shall thy name be Abram, but Abraham”), analogously as the name Brahma (and Brahmìn) in Sanskrit contains the authentic “H” sound, but is omitted by English speakers. The prothetic a- in Abraham was the regular feature of Sumerian and Near Eastern languages, being the sign of homò balbutiens viz. “stammering speech” due to dry throat of the local speakers in a desert climate, e.g. Sumerian a-ma “mother”, a-ba also with reduced form a-b > a- “father” (cf. related Chinese forms mo and ba, the latter being pronounced actually pa with de-voiced initial), Sumerian ab Zu transcribed into Akkadian as ap Su, viz. “father Su”, Aramaic vocative abba “O, father” etc.

Apparently, Abraham’s religious experience made him a sort of shamanic dreamer or seer. Note that in Israel “he who is now called nabi a prophet, formerly was called ro’eh viz. “a seer” (cf. I Samuel 9:9). The Hebrew ro’eh matches and is derived from Sanskrit gṛṣh both meaning “a seer”!

The religious concept and attitude toward the Divine among Abraham’s descendents began to change dramatically ever since Jacob with his sons settled in Egypt (cf. Genesis 47). There was Moses born (the law-giver and first revisionist of the Abraham’s religion) and adopted by pharaoh’s daughter as her own son.

Vedic Pan-en-heno-theism vs. Monotheism

In Vedism the Divine is considered ekam sat (neuter), viz. One Existent Whole or Totality of which individual gods are just aspects, functions or manifestations as stated in the Rig-Veda, I 164.46: in Sanskrit: indraṃ mitram varunam agnim āhuratho…Ekam Sad vipṛā bahudhā vadanty agnim, yamam, mātariśvānam āhuḥ, in translation: “They call it Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni…to that One Existent the seers give many names, they call it Agni, Yama, Matarisvan”. That One Existent is the very same Puruṣa or Prajāpati mentioned above of which individual Gods are its manifestations. It was the fundamental concept of Vedism and not a later development as the Western so-called “Learned Sanskritists” use to expound, for it is written in the hymn Rig-Veda V 3.1 devoted to Agni the Sacred Fire: in Sanskrit tve visve devās, in translation: “In thee all the gods (are comprised)...” Thus, the Western habitual labelling Vedism as a form of polytheism is rather a pagan misinterpretation and inadmissible simplification of its doctrinal complexities. The term pan-en-heno-theism viz. “All-Gods-in-One-theism” (viz. the whole cosmos as One Indivisible Existent Entity) only appropriately and objectively designates the authentic Vedic doctrine. The practice of worshipping a specifically named God (as a “chosen deity” viz. iṣṭadevatā) was done in accord with the esoteric science of Mantra-toga, which means that the One Existent had to be invoked by the name that possess acoustic properties of devotee’s proper name, e.g. the legendary seer Bharadvāja and his clan worshipped the One frequently under the name Pūṣan or Brhaspati (featuring bilabial plosive initials), Vasiṣṭha invoked it prevalently under the name Varuṇa, and the famous Veda Vyāsa (actually the whole class of Vedic Vyāsas) were especially devoted to Viṣṇu.

Psychological Projection

Moses was raised at the Pharaoh’s court as a prince whence came his later strong ambition to become a leader, commander, monarch, autocrat, dictator, hence fittingly a law-giver. It is perfectly clear from the biblical texts, that Moses actually projected his own psychological frame into God’s character. Moses apparently felt that he was superior to all other children of the Pharaoh, and secretly harbored expectations that he could have been elected as the successor of the Egyptian throne. His hopes were in vain since a young Pharaoh Thutmose II succeeded his father Thutmose I on the throne, but the real power behind him was in the hands of Hatšepsut, his royal half-sister and wife, who eventually secured the Pharaoh’s throne for herself. This inevitably provoked Moses to develop the feelings of envy, jealousy and anger, and undoubtedly influenced his misogynous attitude not only towards Hatšepsut but also to the feminine aspect of Nature as divine, which resulted in depriving the God Yahweh of his natural female consort (viz. mother Earth).

Thus, Moses utterly frustrated for being unable to fulfill his secret aspiration of becoming a a Pharaoh he killed a Pharaoh’s serviceman (with the excuse that he beat an Hebrew) and had to flee from Pharaoh’s wrath when he was 40 years of age (cf. Exodus 2.12-15). This was actually the first act of Terrorism committed by Moses in the name of the Jewish nation and their religion and correspondingly justified by the Divine, viz. by their holy scriptures. In order to fulfill his ambition to become a Leader and a Law-giver he had no other chance than to turn to his own people. He presented to them his God as an authoritarian, totalitarian, dictatorial character, as a jealous God (Deuteronomy 4.24) and angry as Moses himself (e.g. Moses’ anger burned hot when he came down from the mountain into the camp with the two stone tablets of Law, and saw an idol made of gold, and the people eating, drinking and dancing naked, cf. Exodus, 32), hence demanding an unquestionable and blind obedience to his own authority. It was not God but Moses himself who engraved the Ten Commandments on two stone tablets and instructed
the people in the Law as it is clearly confirmed in the Book of Exodus, chapter 18, verses 13-18: “The people stood around Moses from morning until evening. When Moses’ father-in-law saw Everything Moses was doing for the people, he asked, Why are you doing this for the people? Why do you sit here alone, while all the people stand around you from morning until evening? Moses answered: Because the people come to me to find out God’s will. Whenever they have a disagreement and bring it to me, I decide which person is right, and tell them God’s laws and instructions. Moses’ father-in-law replied, What you are doing is not good. You and your people will wear yourselves out. This is too much work for you…Now listen to me, and I will give you some advice…You must instruct the people in the laws and the teachings, show them how to live, and tell them what to do.” Consequently, Moses used to persuade Jewish nation that they are “God’s chosen people” cf. Deuteronomy 7.6: “Yahweh your God has chosen you out of all the peoples on the face of the earth to be his people, his treasured possession.” Actually, they were chosen not by God but by Moses himself who had no other alternative choice nor any better chance to exploit his talent for leadership in order to satisfy his long harbored but unfulfilled ambition to become an Egyptian Pharaoh. Despite this option, Moses apparently hated the Israelites, viz. the Jews, because they were rebellious and disobedient to him. In his own words, they were the “Stiffnecked People” (mentioned in many places of the Book of Exodus, 32.9. 33.3-5. 34.9 and Deuteronomy 9.13. 10.16) and “Crooked Generation” (in the last hymn of Deuteronomy, chapter 32, verse 5), e.g. Moses ordered the Levites to kill more than 3000 (three thousands) Israelites because of their disobedience (as they made a golden bullock, Exodus 32). According to the claim of apostle Paul, 1 Corinthians 10.7-8, the number of killed Jews was much higher for he claims: “Neither be ye idolaters, as were some of them, as it is written. The people sat down to eat and drink and rose up to play” (to wit, naked, cf. Exodus 32.25) “Neither let us commit fornication, as some of them committed, and fell in one day three and twenty thousand (23000)”! Judging from the standpoint of the Hindu doctrine of reincarnation Moses seemed to be the first incarnation of Adolf Hitler, viewed in retrospect. Or Hitler seemed to become the second reincarnation of Moses, viewed prospectively.

Talking Volcano and Burning Bush
In the times of Moses’ common people were completely ignorant of natural phenomena. They naively believed that their Thunder-god used to come down from Heaven to intervene into the matters of men, conceiving the volcanic activity on mount Horeb in Sinai desert as an epiphany of God’s presence on earth. Hence Moses effortlessly fooled the people with his claims how the God, viz. Volcano talked with him from the Burning Bush, cf. Exodus, chapter 3, 20, and 24: “The angel of Yahweh appeared to Moses on Mount Horeb in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush, but the bush was not consumed (those were the evaporations of flaming gases from the inside of the volcano coming through the gaps on surface of the earth, and not epiphany of any god). And God said to Moses, Take off your shoes, for the place whereon you stand is holy ground. (Muhammad adopted and incorporated this bizarre custom into Islam as an obligatory procedure for every Muslim during the attendance of religious service at mosques, thus honoring their God with fetishized intimate odor of multitude of sweating feet and smelly socks as a fragrant incense offering). …And the people saw the thunderings and the lightnings and the noise of the trumpet, and the mountain smoking (but actually no one heard any word from the mouth of Yahweh, their god), they said to Moses, Speak you with us but let not God speak with us, lest we die. And Moses said, Fear not, for God is come to prove you, that ye sin not…And Yahweh said to Moses, Come up to me into the mount, and I will give you a Law, and Commandments that I have written, that you may teach the people… and Moses went up into the mount…the sight of the glory of Yahweh was like devouring fire on the top of the mountain in the eyes of the people…and Moses stayed on the mountain forty (40) days and forty (40) nights. Moses always performed his close encounters and talks with the Volcano all alone while presented it as his communication with God to superstitious and hardly intelligent people. He shrewdly secured himself from the attendance of any witness at the events, for it is said, e.g. the Book of Exodus, 19. and 24: “Yahweh (allegedly) said…tell the people not to go up to the mountain or even touch it…Those who do this shall be put to death…must be stoned or shot with arrows…The people must not come along with Moses!”

Magical Powers and Mass Illusions
It is a complete nonsense the Moses’ claim that Almighty Omnipotent God (who created the whole Universe in six days and every thing instantly by simply pronouncing “Let there be…”) would require an unbelievable span of forty (40) days and forty (40) nights on Mount Sinai to inscribe Ten short Commandments on two stone tablets, like an illiterate immigrant worker doing his job from nine to five while in the meantime taking an evening class for analphabets in order to learn how to read and write. Moses was a trained illusionist, magician, and hypnotizer, in other words, a deceiver, fake, and HOAXER par excellence, capable of creating mass illusions (described in the Book of Exodus chapters 7 and 16, etc.), e.g. turning his staff into a serpent which consumed two other stick-turned-serpents of Pharaoh’s sorcerers, striking the Nile with his staff which turned the water into blood, providing the flesh of quails and the bread of manna to fall from Heaven like rain for the hungry Israelite people in the Sinai desert) just like Indian yogins and fakirs of the past and even those many street performers of today are capable of (e.g. the so-called rope-trick, banana-trick, or mango-trick, the performance of which Gautama Buddha, 5th century BCE., and Gorakhnath, 11th century CE, master and founder of Hatha-yoga in the past were famous for. Gorakhnath was said that at an initiation fed twenty five thousand (25000) yogins with a single grain of rice (see Note 3). Similarly, Jesus too was said to have fed once time the crowd of 5000 people, with two fish and five loaves of bread, Matthew, 14.13-21, and another time the crowd of 4000 people with seven loaves of bread and a few fish, cf. Matthew, 15.32-37). However, since God apparently did not get involved in doing it (for he would do it instantly) there is beyond any doubt that it was not God but Moses himself who managed to engrave the Decalogue or Ten Commandments on two stone tablets, but because he was not very well versed in writing the letters of the Phoenician alphabet (for he learned Egyptian hieroglyphs but refused to use it since they were viewed by the Jews as a legacy of their slave-masters, hence unsuitable for writing Hebrew sacred texts) he required a considerable span of time of forty days and forty nights to do it adequately.
Biblical Plagiarisms

Not only that God did not inscribe the Ten Commandments, they were neither an invention of Moses himself, but just one of many plagiarisms. Near East has always been a melting pot of nations and traditions, hence Bible is full of plagiarisms.

1. Moses selected and then plagiarized the Decalogue (10 Commandments) from the Egyptian List of so-called “42 Negative Confessions” enumerated in the Egyptian Books of the Dead. As is well-known, the Egyptian Book of the Dead describes the path of a deceased soul into the realm of gods along which the soul of a deceased should confess his or her sins, viz. to deny any sin or crime he or she did not commit. Therefore, those confessions are termed “Negative Confessions”. Nine of the Ten biblical Commandments are found in the forms of Negative Confessions in the Egyptian Book of the Dead (except the first one demanding to worship only One God, viz. Yahweh). Hence, they could have been neither given nor inscribed by God!

2. Moses as the author of the Pentateuch (or Torah viz. “Law” in Hebrew) used to plagiarize anything useful to serve his cause and to accomplish his ambitions. As a well educated man he easily plagiarized the Myth about Noah and the Flood from the Sumerian epic of Gilgamesh (cf. Tablet XI, delineating the story about the holy man Utnapishtim and the Flood).

3. In the time of Moses the Hittite were the great power among Near Eastern nations. They were habitually contract-making disposed people known for their Binary Pattern formatting cuneiform tablet recorded treaties, with Blessings for those who keep to the word of contract vs. Curses for those who break it. Since Moses was educated on the Egyptian court as a prince, he was well versed in the state matters, and was able to plagiarize Binary Pattern of the Hittite treaties and present it later to his people as the authentic God-given form of the covenant established between God himself and the Israelites (cf. Deuteronomy, chapter 28).

4. During the reign of king Solomon a renowned wisdom-seeker (10th c. BCE) especially, the exchange of religious ideas between Israel and India and Persia was very active. King Solomon became famous for his wise judgment between two whores both claiming to be the mother of one child (cf. I Kings 3:16-18), which actually never happened since it was a plagiarized story from India found in the Hindu Purāṇas. The Solomon’s love for Wisdom too had obviously been influenced by Vedic asura medhā akin to Iranian ahura mazda viz. “god/spirit Wisdom” which can be seen in the Proverbs, chapter 8:4-30, “I Wisdom, am calling on all of you…Take my discipline…because wisdom is better than jewels…Yahweh possessed me in the beginning before all his deeds… I Wisdom, was beside him as a master craftsman”.3

5. The enmity between Vedans and Iranians reached its peak during the life of the infamous religious revisionist Zarathustra (between 7th and 6th century BCE) who was responsible for a serious and deliberate corruption of Iranian religion. This enmity is mentioned frequently in the hymns of the Rig-Veda as is evident in the conflicts between Vedans and the Iranian nomads called Dasyus or Dāsas (cf. Avestan dahyu “people, nation”) of which a prominent tribe were the Panis, recorded by the ancient Greek historian Strabo under the name Daos (Latin Dahae) and the tribe surname Parnoi (cf. Strabo, Geographica, XI 7.1 and 9.2) and its variant Aparnoi (Strabo, Geographica, XI 8.2). The Dāsas/Dasyus and Panis were regarded by the Vedans as “barbarians” (mudhacacī) and “dumbs” (avāc, anāsas), not only for their weird pronunciation habits (acoustic irritation) but mostly because of the twisted and inverted meanings of the common Aryan words (causing semantic confusion). Thus, for example, the common Aryan word for “god” viz. Vedic deva turned into Iranian daeva to mean “evil demon”; Vedic vrata (and Slavic rota < *rotva) both “vow, promise, oath” in Iranian with metathesis urrāutha came to be re-loaded with a new meaning viz. “friend”; Vedic mitra “be-freinding, befriending, belonging”, under obvious influence of the fame that the covenant which the Jewish God had sworn with the Israelites gained throughout ancient Near East, was altered to mithra “promise, contract, covenant,” in order to serve as the Iranian equivalent of the biblical brt “covenant”.

This is clearly evident from the Avestan hymn to Mithra, paragraph 1: Mraot ahuro mazdāo Zarathustrāi…mithrem…azem…dim dadhām yešnaya…yatha māncit viz. “God Wisdom said to Zarathustra; the covenant (viz. mitra, Accusative mithrem) I created to be worthy of worship as myself!”

NB. Authentically Vedic Mitra was a great god in his own right, NOT a created object as presented by the heavily corrupted version of the Veda called Avesta by Zarathustra. Exactly the same development is observable in the Jewish Bible, as Moses ordered the priests to build the Ark of the Covenant for keeping the Ten Commandments (Exodus, chapter 25:10-22). From then onwards the Ark of the Covenant came to be regarded as the holiest object and as God’s presence on earth and worshipped as the God himself by the Israelites (see Note 4). Since Moses (15th c. BCE) predated Zarathustra (7th or 6th c. BCE), Zarathustra was obviously the plagiarist in this case.

Divine Justification of Genocide

The descendants of eminently meek, humble and tolerant Abraham under the dictatorial leadership of Moses grew into an arrogant, aggressive and intolerant nation. Soon after the exodus from Egypt, the Jews led by Moses committed a genocide against Midianites in the name of Yahweh their god (cf. the Book of Numbers, chapter 31): “They warred against the Midianites, as Yahweh commanded Moses, and killed all the males. Now kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman that has known man by lying with him. But all the males. Now kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman that has known man by lying with him. But all the women children that have not known a man... keep alive all the females. Save alive nothing that breatheth”.

Moreover, it is commanded explicitly (cf. Deuteronomy, 20:10-18): “When thou comest unto a city to fight against...if it will make no peace with thee...thou shalt smite every male...but the women, little ones, cattle etc...shalt thou take unto thyself... But of the cities which Yahweh thy God doth give thee for an inheritance thou shalt save alive nothing that breatheth”. There are many other examples documented in the Bible, such as the infamous destruction of the city of Jericho (cf. the Book of Joshua, chapter 6): “The Israelites claimed everything in it for Yahweh (only the prostitute Rahab and her house were allowed to live because she hid the messengers they sent). They killed men and women, young and old, as well as cattle, sheep and donkeys”(see Note 5). Thus, undoubtedly the Jews were of genocidal character just as their linguistic and genetic cousins, viz. Germans and their Fuhrer Adolf Hitler were.
There is a biblical story about the prophet Elijah (cf. 1 Kings chapter 18), Ahab sent word to all the Israelites and brought the prophets on Mount Carmel. Elijah stood up in front of all the people and asked them, How long will you try to have it both ways? If Yahweh is God, follow him, if Baal is God, follow him...I am the only surviving prophet of Yahweh, but there are four hundred and fifty (450) prophets of Baal. Give us two bulls. Let the prophets of Baal choose one for themselves, cut it into pieces, lay it on the wood, but not set it on fire. I will do the same with the other bull. You call on the name of your gods, but I will call on the name of Yahweh. The god who answers by fire is the real God...The prophets of Baal called on his name from morning until noon. But there was not a sound of an answer. So they danced around the altar they had made. As it came to pass at noon that Elijah mocked them: “Cry aloud, for he is a god: either he is meditating, or he relieving himself or he is in a journey or peradventure he sleeps and must be awakened”. And they cry aloud and cut themselves after their manner with knives and lancets until their blood flowed. Midday passed, and they continued their frantic prophesying until the time for the evening sacrifice. But there was no response...Then Elijah repaired the altar of Yahweh...and he dug a trench around it large enough... and arranged the wood, cut the bull into pieces and laid it on the wood. Then he said to the people “Fill four large jars with water and pour it on the offering and on the wood. Do it again... do it a third time. The water ran down around the altar and even filled the trench. At the time of sacrifice, Elijah stepped forward and prayed...Yahweh, answer me, so that people will know that you are God...Then the fire of Yahweh fell and burned up sacrifice, the wood, the stones and the soil, and also licked up water in the trench.” Elijah not only mocked the prophets of Baal because of the inefficiency and powerlessness of their God, but commanded the people “to seize them...and Elijah had them brought down to the Kishon Valley and slaughtered there” (cf. 1 Kings 18.40).

The same mocking words of him, however, might have been addressed to his own god Yahweh during WW II and the time of holocaust: “Cry aloud, Jews, for Yahweh is a God: either he is meditating, or he is relieving himself, or he is in a journey, or peradventure he sleeps, and must be awakened!” (1 Kings 18.27).

NB. From the standpoint of the karmic law (viz. the Law of cause and effect) holocaust may be viewed as a result of the Jewish collective bad karma which resulted from their committing numerous crimes against humanity in the past. Naturally, Yahweh was powerless to intervene and prevent holocaust, since he was just the old Indo-Euro-Hebraic thundering and yelling (at the man from above) Sky-god (cf. “Veda vs. Tetragrammaton”). This is why Jesus was not able to show the Father to his disciples by the request of Philip: “Lord, show us the Father and it suffices us” (John, 14.8). For there is no Father in the Heaven, there is only Sky!!!

Neither Moses nor any other so called Prophet of Monotheism has ever talked with God. It is indicative that every claim of such encounters with God or the Divine never had any witness or independent observer around. And in all the monotheistic kind of encounters with God only a prophet’s own presence at such experiences is that which was really “monos”, viz. “alone” in communication with one’s own subconsciousness, and not with any God at all.

Clearly, there exists not an “M” of real monotheism within so called “monotheistic religions” of today.

Grotesque Monotheism

In the book of Genesis chapters 2-3, Moses playing a smart guy delineated quite ridiculous aspects of the personality of his god Yahweh, how he used to walk in the garden of paradise “in-the-Cool-of-the-Day” apparently being scared that he might get Sun-stroke if it happened to expose himself to the Sunlight “in-the-Heat-of-the-Day”.

But an even more ridiculous aspect of God’s character came to be manifested during the premeditated promulgation of the concept of Israelites as “God’s chosen people”, amplified by the deprivation of God Yahweh of his natural divine female consort which led to an utterly humiliating and even grotesque notion of the divine whereby the God was conceived as a forlorn pathetic husband cheated by two unfaithful harlot-like wives, Israel and Judah, viz.

Samaria and Jerusalem. Allegedly, God Yahweh established a lasting covenantal relationship between himself and his “chosen people” as of husband and (unfaithful) wives, (cf. the Book of Ezekiel, chapter 16. and chapter 23 as well): “Yahweh spoke his words to me. He said, Son of man, make known to the people of Jerusalem...This is what Yahweh says to the people of Jerusalem...I made you grow like a plant in the field. You grew up, matured, and became a young woman. Your breasts developed...I went by you again and looked at you. You were old enough to make love to. So I spread my robe over you and covered your naked body. Indeed I swore an oath to you and I entered into a covenant with you (viz. I promised to love you and I exchanged marriage vows with you). And you became mine, declares Yahweh. But you put your trust in your own beauty and began prostituting yourself because of your fame, soliciting everyone passing by and accepting all comers. You took your clothes and used them to decorate with bright colors the high places you jewels made of my gold and my silver, which I had given you, and made for yourself male images, with which you continue to prostitute yourself...Listen to the word oh Yahweh, you prostitute...I will punish you the same way that those who are guilty of prostitution ...Your older sister was Samaria...Freudian illusory nature of god is most conspicuously perceivable in Islam, for the character of Islamic god reflects the desires, strivings, and appetites of the prophet Muhammad, whence came Allah’s preoccupation with sexual welfare of his male (but not female) worshippers. It is said that angel Jibril revealed to Muhammad that Allah will provide faithful Moslems in paradise with flesh of fowls (see Note 6), the fruits of their own choice, wine that causes neither headache nor loss of reason, and will marry them to virgin beauties as their loving companions (cf. Quran, Surah 56.12-39 and 44.54).

NB. Contrary to the accepted Islamic belief, Jesus categorically denied any possibility of getting physical in the Kingdom of Heaven, for it is written: “Ye do err, not knowing the scriptures nor the power of God. For in the resurrection, they Neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of God in Heaven” (Matthew, 22.30; see Note 7).

According to Hadith (viz. Islamic tradition) the number of virgins provided is 72 for each righteous Moslem (to make one feels like a sultan). However, there is no mention of an exact number of virgins in the Quran. The number of 72 virgins derived from the erroneous division of Surah 55, Ar-Rahman, (viz. “Merciful God”), verse 72: Ayaat ithnane wa-sab`un: “hārun maqsūrātun fī (a)l-khiyām” which means precisely: “Verse 72: Virgins guarded in the pavilions!” When an alphabhet listening to the verse being recited by some other person, it may sound like “Verse: 72 virgins guarded in
the pavilions”, viz. the number 72 seems to be enumerating the “virgins”, while the ordinal number 72, viz. “ithnane wab-sab‘un” (two-and-seventy) actually refers only to the position of verse in the Surah and not to the number of “virgins”.

Nonetheless, feminine virginity was undoubtedly a persistent obsession of the prophet from his younger days. It should be emphasized that Muhammad at the age of 25 married Khadijah, a 40-year-old widow (viz. a non-virgin female), 15 years older and sexually much experienced woman. Thus, longing to taste his ideal true virgin female, he had to wait until he was 53 years old, to marry his only virgin wife, Aysha. Aysha was betrothed to Muhammad at the age of 6, in her pre-menarcheal status (that making a great emphasis on her virginity) and the marriage was consummated when she reached his ninth year, while Muhammad, being 44 years older than she, was an old man of 53. Muhammad died in 632. CE. which means that Aysha spent all her marital years (until Muhammad’s death) as an UNDER-AGED person (she was born in 614. CE). Speaking in legal terms, that was an act of pedophilia par excellence, and is nowadays subject to criminal law. Unlike biblical Abraham and Moses, his idols, who married only full-grown women, Muhammad being a declared pedophile, introduced and canonized pedophilia as a religious ideal (allegedly approved by god, then his god must have been a pedophile too). Moreover, having no female consort (like Aryan Shiva or Krishna), and accompanied by male attendants only (viz. good and evil spirits, Jibril, Iblis, Shaytan etc.) Allah was presented as a miso-gynist “hater-of-women” and paid-erastē “boy-lover” who treated women as inferior beings. In spite of that, Allah seemed to feel somehow incomplete without his feminine part, so he indulged himself in practicing voyeurism. For it is written in the Quran, Surah 41.47: “nor does a female conceive or give birth without Allah’s knowledge” and Surah 49.18: “surely Allah knows the unseen … and sees what you do”! Therefore, Allah resorts himself to practice voyeurism by looking all his faithful in action with such an enormous herd of virgins every faithful male Muslim he provides with. NB. In modern time of informational science Allah need not to rely on the erotic actions of his worshippers, since there is on the air innumerable erotic satellite and cable TV channels to satisfy his voyeuristic urge. As the jihadists’ slogan cries out “Allahu aqḥār”, viz. “Allah is Great”, indeed, Allah is not only Great but the Greatest! The Greatest Voyeur, since he sees everything in the Universe! It is indeed an utterly grotesque concept of god, religion and interpersonal male-female relations.

Schizotheism

The ancient Iranian religious revisionist Zarathustra, a megalomaniac, mythomaniac and even narcomaniac (relying on the effects of “bangha” or cannabis stimulant on his trips into the realm of Gods (the practice widely spread among ancient Iranians as attested in the Avesta (his wife Hvovi prayed Ahura Mazda that Zarathustra “give her good Narcotic bangha”, cf. Yasht XVI 15) recorded also by the ancient Greek historian Herodotus, and additionally expounded in details in the medieval Persian book on the subject “Arda Vira Nameh” being the Story of another Zoroastrian psychonaut, viz. drug-addict and his trip into other world like Zarathustra), a mad schizophrenic psycho, who distorted the authentic Vedic concept of godhead by splitting up the Indivisible Wholeness of the Divine into two irreconcilable dichotomized entities, viz. Vohu Manas or Spenta Mainyu “Good Spirit or Holy Spirit” associated with Light, vs. Angra Mainyu “Angry viz. Evil Spirit”, also called Druj < *dur-gho “coming as second, not authentic, hence False one” < dua “second”, associated with Darkness.

Zarathustra went even further announcing the final and total annihilation and destruction of the Evil Spirit and the Forces of Darkness, thus denying Reality as the Unity of two opposite but complementary principles underlying all phenomena in the universe. Under the harmful influence of Zoroastranism, this schismatic, schizophrenic, schizothetic notion of the Divine was adopted by Judaism, and subsequently by its daughter religions, viz. Christianity and Islam. The Zoroastrian Druj “personified Falsehood” came to be translated into Hebrew by the term Sādān. It appeared first in the First Book of Chronicles, chapter 21.1.: “And Satan stood up against Israel, and provoked David to number Israel.” The same event is found delineated earlier in the Second Book of Samuel, chapter 24.1, but there it is formulated quite differently, e.g.: “And again the ANGER of Yahweh was kindled against Israel, and he moved David, Go, number Judah and Israel.” It is absolutely clear that the earlier expression “the ANGER of Yahweh” in II Samuel 24.1 was to be substituted later in I Chronicles 21.1 by the term Satan, making the God of Israelites completely unaware that he had been split up into two opposite irreconcilable entities (see Note 9).

Thus, Yahweh being schismaticized was destined for eternity to struggle against his other (viz. ANGRY) self, to win, his own alter ego.

In Islam, Muhammad, the so called prophet of God, tried intentionally to walk into the shoes of Moses, obviously his idol (for he plagiarized most of Moses’ Law). And while Moses was an highly educated intellectual with a clear and ordered system of thought, Muhammad was on the contrary a primitive analphabetic who used to gather information in public places and forums, listening to the debates of Judaist and Christian elders and various philosophers of the period. That’s how he gained knowledge about Ptolemy’s astronomy and his theory of Seven Spheres (or seven firmaments, and incorporated it into Quran, e.g. Surah 41.12, 71.15, 78.12) claiming falsely that he received this knowledge from God as to impress his contemporaries. But, to no avail, since Ptolemy’s theory was equally Geocentric, and hence erroneous, false and wrong just as the previous biblical one expounded by Moses. Having gathered information needed, Muhammad usually secluded himself in a mountain cave (like Moses and Elijah as well) in order to process all the data acquired arguing in a dialectical dispute with his own subconsciousness. This is the reason why Quran is composed as a polemic disputation between God (actually Muhammad’s subconsciousness) vs. the ideas advocated by the followers of Judaism and Christianity, wholly disorderly and unsystematically. And even worse aspect of his religious presentations was his spiritual experience often in the form of psychedelic Hallucinations (comparable to LSD drug addiction symptoms, see Note 8) which reveal his schizophrenic psychopathic character, e.g. Meditating in a mountain cave, Muhammad heard a voice saying “You are the messenger of God and I am Jibril (viz. biblical Gabriel)”, and run down the mountain. Staring upwards, he saw an angel so immense that in whatever direction Muhammad looked that celestial figure covered the sky which had turned green (hence accepted as the official color of Islam)! And his admitting the Reality of hearing voices of the so-called “Whispers” (being a common type of auditory Hallucinations) was another proof of the existence of Schizoid
Schizotypal personality Disorder and Schizophrenia itself, e.g. Surah 114, An-Nas, (viz. “Humanity”), verses 4 – 6: “From the evil of the sneaking Whisperers, who whispers (evil) into the breasts of mankind, from among the jinn and mankind”. Thus, Muhammad a self-styled prophet of God, praised for his illiteracy, adopted not only Hebrew term Satan > Arabic Sāṭān denoting God’s Angry Side of his character but introduced the Greek rendering of Satan too, viz. “Diabolos” from which derived its Arabic variant Iblis, regarding the two terms as two Different Evil Entities, viz. Iblis became the personal proper name of only one particular Sāṭān (or Sātān). Unaware that they are just synonymous forms of one and the same entity, viz. Satan, the prophet came to the people claiming that he received this “false” knowledge from God, thus presenting not only himself but actually his God as an ignorant analphabetic who was not able to distinguish Greek from Hebrew, and to recognize the identity of those two synonymous terms. This erroneous schizotheistic notions of God become responsible for the development of some utterly nonsensical and highly dangerous rituals as is the Stoning of the Shaytan during the Hajj each year, when sudden crowd movement causes many Islamic pilgrims to be crushed to death. According to actual media reports at 3:00 PM in September 24, 2015, in the stampede at Mina, 717 pilgrims were killed. However, the number of deaths are estimated in a new Associated Press report to be at least 2,411 persons killed, which establishes the event as the deadliest ever in the history of annual pilgrimage at Mecca.

The Quran claims that Islam follows the authentic religion of Abraham, e.g. Al-Quran, Surah 16, An-Nahl (viz. The Bee), verse 123: “Then we (viz. Allah) inspired you, saying: Follow the religion of Ibrahim (viz. Abraham)…” However, Abraham knew neither Satan nor Iblis, but he conceived God as undivided and not schismatic or schizophrenic entity, split up into two irreconcilable parts as is the notion of God in all current monotheistic religions of the world (reflecting the insane character of the so called prophets of Monotheism, as well as the schizophrenic psychotic character of their followers).

Under such circumstances it is not surprising that the most grievous atrocities and crimes against humanity were committed in the name of three so-called monotheistic religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam, justified by the futile expectation of judgment day and the resurrection of one’s physical body.

Even Jesus himself disavowed such doctrine for he explicitly said, cf. Matthew, 22.30: “For in the resurrection they... are as the angels of God in Heaven”! The so called Monotheism (actually: Schizothemia or Religious Schizophrenia) is the most Evil, perilous, anti-democratic, anti-free thinking and therefore, anti-human phenomenon ever developed in human society.

**Conclusion**

Admitting the existence of an adversary anti-god on equal terms with God is NOT monotheism but a typical form of schizophrenic disintegrative Dualism. Thus, denying the Angry or Evil Spirit (viz. God’s Alter Ego) the same godly position actually reflects the insane schizoid, schizophrenic attitude of the contemporary so-called “monotheists” towards Reality as the unity of two opposite but complementary principles. Therefore, nothing Good can be expected in the future from such insane society cultivating schizophrenic views of God, man and the Universe. Salvation could only be attainable if humankind abandon superstitions and turn to Veda, viz. “knowledge, science, scientia”.

**Notes**

2. cf. K.Dickerson, A.McDowell, and many others.
3. refer to Eliade, Yoga.
4. The worship of “things/objects” supposedly endowed with magic powers, like the ark, the cross, the spear, the holy grail, etc., is a typical form of pagan Idolatry (which Moses advocated against, but actually he himself initiated it), so characteristic of modern Americans and Europeans, from Adolf Hitler to film directors. It is the most favorite topic of the stupid American Hollywood movies such as “Indiana Jones, Book od Secrets, Quest for the Spear, King Solomon’s Mines”, etc., devoted to the stupid modern pagan public in America and Europe who seek to acquire only material things while neglecting mental viz. spiritual development instead. Their governments do the same by developing their arsenal of nuclear “firecrackers”, long-range missiles, etc., but they cannot stand that the other countries like North Korea and Iran develop such objects endowed with magical powers themselves.

Fortunately, there is no monopoly on objects with magic powers, so that western imperialists must continue to live in permanent fear and will ever sleep peacefully no more.

5. Even Esther the Jewish woman (who became the queen of a Persian king) petitioned the king: “Let Haman’s ten sons be hanged upon the gallows” (despite of being innocent of their father’s crime)... the Jews slew and destroyed 500 men that hated them...and the Jews slew 300 men at Shushan (the Book of Esther, 9:11-15), and seized all the properties of their victims for themselves.

6. viz. various birds, symbolic of Heaven, since in the spiritual realm of paradise only light Spirit-like entities can abide, and there is no possibility for the consummation of beef-meat rich in creatine, an amino acid enhancing virility and aggressiveness, preferred by militant Moslems.

7. In the heavenly kingdom of God there is no physiological activities of the flesh (viz. body) such as eating, drinking and having sex, cf. Romans, 14:17: “For the kingdom of God is not meat and drink”, and I Corinthians 15:50: “The flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable”.

8. The famous Beatle John Lennon described his visions (enhanced by LSD) in the song “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds”, its title actually derived from the acronym LSD, viz. Lysergic acid Diethylamide.

9. The Hebrew term Sāṭān is related to the Latin participle sequent, secundus < sequor “to follow, come after”, Sanskrit sacati; the mediial Hebrew emphatic “r” sound corresponds to “qu” and “sc” in Latin (cf. Hebrew nāṭān “maker, creator” vs. Latin nascent, natus, natio; as for “qu vs. r” cf. also Latin quattuor “four” vs. Greek tetra).
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